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The present document includes a link to the installation files and
the user’s guidelines of Cyberspace Detection System
(MODERAD: Modelling and Classifying Radical Content on
Twitter) programmed based on analysis of metadata about violent
and radicalised speech on the Internet, analysing the incidence and
prevalence of these deviant phenomena, its typologies, and its
environmental factors. The main social network in which the
dissemination of hate speech and other radical content is studied has
been Twitter because of its to-tally public nature. The work done by
designing a software instrument that detects and records the violent
and radicalised discourse on the cyberspace, based on the taxonomy
of the violent and hate speech on open webspace developed by UMH.
The main methodological novelty of this tool, compared to other
semantic or syntactic detectors, is the detection of radical contents by
combinating lexico-pragmatical analyses with certain (cyber-)
environmental factors related to the publication of these radical
contents. Therefore, it is not an automatic search methodology but
rather supervised automation; its main use is to give information to
police departments or justice systems of certain radical content, and
the quantitative or qualitative features.
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1 INSTALLATION

These are a few simple steps to install the ModeRad tool on a
Windows computer. To get started, we'll need to access the following
Google Drive link: https://bit.ly/30WMZvc

Then double-click on the installation file. We will select the 32-bit or 64bit version depending on our operating system:

The following welcome window will open and click on ‘Next’:
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In the next window we have the information regarding the tool license
and the terms and conditions of use. In order to continue we have to
select ‘I agree to the terms of this license agreement’ and click on ‘Next’.

The next window is for entering user information. While it is mandatory
to enter the user name, the company name is optional. Click on ‘Next’:
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In this window we select the installation path where we want to install
our tool. We can change the path by clicking on ‘Change...’. It also
informs us of the free disk space that is necessary. Select the route and
click on ‘Next’:

In this window we select in which folder we want to generate the direct
access. We can also select if the tool will be available for the current
user ‘Install shortcuts for current user only’ or for all users of the ‘Make
shortcuts available to all users’ team. Choose an option and click on
‘Next’. Last check before starting the installation checking that
everything is correct. We click on ‘Next’ (if we want to make any
changes click on ‘Back’:

Figura 71 – Confirmación de la configuración
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The installation will then begin:

When it finishes, it will show us the following window informing us that
the tool has been successfully installed, we click ‘Next’. We have
already installed the tool in our system, we just have to click on ‘Finish’.
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In the first execution of the tool it is necessary to provide you with
administrator permissions. To do this, right-click on the shortcut and
click on ‘Properties’:

In the ‘Compatibility’ tab, activate the option ‘Run this program as an
administrator’ and click on ‘OK’:

To start the application, double-click on the shortcut and click on ‘Yes’
to give you administrator permissions.
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2 DESCRIPTION OF SCREENS AND
FEATURES

2.1 L OGIN

IN THE APPLICATION

This is the initial window of the application. Only users who have
credentials to use the application will be able to log in. An administrator
account is provided from which users can be added to the database

1
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This is the initial window of the application. Only users who have
credentials to use the application will be able to log in. An administrator
account is provided from which users can be added to the database.
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1. Tab Bar: Tabs opened by the user. It allows the user to move
between the different screens of the application.
2. User name: Enter the user name.
3. Password: Enter the password.
4. Enter button: Log in to the tool and use it. If the user name and
password are incorrect, an error message is launched. You can
click the button or press the ENTER button.
5. User Guide: Opens this user guide in .pdf format.
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2.2 M AIN

WINDOW
6
8

9
7

10
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2
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This window shows the different options available in the application.
The 'User Administration' option will only be available if you have logged
in with the administrator credentials.

1. Detect radical content button: Opens the tab to enter the search
criteria. NECESSARY TWITTER LOGIN
2. Identify radical content of a user button: Opens the tab to
search for radical content of a specific user. NECESSARY
LOGIN ON TWITTER
3. Analyse external file button: Allows you to analyse an external
file of tweets previously downloaded.
4. Content and context management button: Opens the tab to
manage the content and context of the tool.
5. User administration button (ADMIN only): Opens the tab to
manage the users who can use the tool. This option is only
available to the administrator.
6. Twitter 'Login' Status: Shows the status of Twitter 'Login'. The
first and second option require you to be registered on Twitter
and have obtained a series of credentials in order to launch the
queries (see Guide for obtaining Twitter credentials).
7. Login' button on Twitter: 'Logout' on Twitter.
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8. User name: Shows the name of the user who is currently
logged into the application.
9. App Login Button: Closes the current session of the application.
Close all tabs and return to the main screen.
10. Close tab: Closes the active tabs of the application.

2.3 L OGIN

ON

T WITTER

In this window you enter the credentials provided by Twitter in order to
launch queries. In order to make the task easier for the user, it is
possible to save and/or delete users from the database.

Twitter guide button: Opens the guide to get the credentials needed to
launch Twitter queries. This guide opens in the default program to read
PDFs.
1. Twitter Accounts: Allows you to select one of the Twitter
accounts.
2. Save account button: Saves the account in the database and
allows you to select it later from the drop-down menu.
3. Delete account button: Deletes the account from the database.
4. Twitter login button: Make the 'login' on Twitter.
5. Access token: Enter the value of the 'Access Token'
credentials.
6. Access token secret: Enter the value of the 'Access Token
Secret' credentials.
7. Consumer key: Enter the value of the 'Consumer Key'
credentials.
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8. Consumer secret: Enter the value of the ‘Consumer Secret’
credentials.

2.4 P ARAMETERS

OR FILTERS INPUT

In this screen the filters are set at the time of making the query. These
filters are separated into 3 sub-sections: ‘Criteria’, ‘Dates’ and
‘Geolocation’.

a) Criteria

6
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This section introduces the keywords, hashtags and / or URLs that will
serve as a filter for the query. You can also select the language of the
tweets you want to collect.

1. Keywords: Enter keywords.
2. Hashtags: Introduce hashtags.
3. URLs: Enter URLs.
4. Language: Allows you to select the language.
5. Add buttons: Add the element (keyword, hashtag or URL) that has
been introduced in the corresponding field.
6. Delete buttons: Deletes the last element (keyword, hashtag or URL)
entered.
7. Delete all buttons: Empty the lists. Deletes all items (keyword,
hashtag or URL) in the list.
8. Entered information: Shows the items (keyword, hashtag or URL)
that are currently loaded
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b) Dates
This section establishes the desired range of dates on which you want
to make the query. You can collect past tweets (past mode), up to 7
days before the current date, or let the tool work until the user stops the
search (future mode).

Past range type: Selecting this radio button selects the ‘Past’ range
type. The dates entered in the ‘from’ and ‘to’ fields must be dates prior
to the current date. This filters out tweets that have been created in the
entered date range.
Future range type: Selecting this radio button selects the ‘Future’ range
type. The date in the ‘from’ field is automatically filled with the current
date and cannot be changed. The ‘to’ field disappears, since it will be
the user who stops the search when desired.
Date format: Indicates the format used for dates, month/day/year.
Date field ‘from’: Enter the date ‘from’.
Date field ‘to’: Enter the date ‘to’.
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c) Geolocation
This section introduces the filters relating to the geographical position
of the tweet. This position can be in the form of a point or a polygon. A
point consists of a latitude and a longitude, while a polygon consists of
2 latitudes and 2 longitudes. Latitude and longitude can be entered
manually, or you can enter an address or the name of a city to obtain
them.
Both points and polygons can be saved for reuse at a later time, as well
as deleted.

5
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1. Geolocation Type: Allows you to select the geolocation type
between Point/Polygon.
2. Points/Saved polygons: Shows the points or saved polygons to
select the one we want.
3. Save new geolocate. button: Saves the point/polygon that is
currently loaded.
4. Delete geoloc. button: Deletes the selected point/polygon.
5. Button import geolocations: Imports a file containing points or
polygons.
6. Latitude, longitude field: Enter latitude and longitude manually.
7. Address/City field: Enter an address or city and get its latitude
and longitude automatically.
8. Add geoloc buttons: Add (load) the geolocation entered, either
manually or via the address/city field.
9. Delete selection button: Deletes the currently loaded selection.
10. Selected geoloc. information: Displays the loaded geolocation
information.
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2.5 A NALYSE T WITTER ’ S

USERS

In this screen you can analyse the tweets of a specific user. Once the
tweets are collected, they can be exported to an excel file (.xlsx or .csv)
to keep them and/or generate a report in .pdf format with graphs related
to them.
This section consists of a search engine that will check these users and,
if they are correct, will initiate a search of the user's profile.

1. User name: Enter the name of the user you want to analyse.
2. Analyse user button: Starts the capture of the tweets of the
entered user profile.
3. Number of tweets: Number of tweets to capture. The function
of this field is to avoid long waits when capturing thousands of
tweets.
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2.6 U SER

PROFILE

These sections show the information of the user searched in the
previous section. These profiles are added to the tab system to be able
to interact with more than one at a time.

1. Information about each tweet: Radical_Tweet, radic_content,
radic_context,
text,
twt_created_at,
retweet_count,
favourites_count, reply_count, twt_lang, place, user_id, name,
screen_name, description, user_created_at, statuses_count,
listed_count, followers_count, friends_count, verified, user_lang,
geo_enabled y location.
2. Sorting with colours according to the column ‘Radical_Tweet’.
Radical_Tweet = Min
Radical_Tweet = Mid
Radical_Tweet = Max
3. It is possible to sort tweets by column by clicking on the header.
4. Export tweets button: Exports the set of tweets obtained to a file
(.xlsx or .csv).
5. Graphics report button: This option is not available in this section.
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2.7 T WEET

DETAILS

This screen displays the details of a particular tweet. It can be accessed
by double-clicking on the tweet in any of the screens that show a list of
tweets. The screen is shown with the colour corresponding to the
classification of the tweet according to its content and context.

1. Twitter username: Name of the user who posted the tweet.
2. Twitter user information: Information about the user who posted the
tweet.
-

ID: User ID, unique for each user.

-

Name: Name of the user at the time the tweet is published.

-

Created at: Date the user was created.

-

Description: Description of the user when the tweet is
published.

-

Published tweets and retweets: Published tweets and
retweets.

-

Listed count: Number of lists in which the user is included.

-

Followers: Number of ‘followers’ of the user.

-

Friends: Number of ‘friends’ of the user.
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-

Verified: Indicates if the user is verified or not according to
Twitter criteria.

-

User Lang: Language set by the user in his profile.

-

Geo Enabled: Geolocation enabled/disabled.

-

Location: Location from which the tweet was published.

3. Tweet information: Information related to the tweet.
-

Text: Text of the tweet.

-

Created at: Date of tweet publication.

-

Retweets: Number of retweets the tweet has.

-

Replies: Number of responses the tweet has.

-

Tweet Lang: Language in which the tweet is written.

-

Favourites: Amount of ‘I like’ the tweet has.

4. Level of radicalization: Information related to the radicalization of
the tweet.
-

Radical content: Radicalization of the tweet according to its
use of language.

-

Radical context: Radicalization of the tweet according to its
metadata.

-

Radical tweet: Radicalization of the tweet taking into
account the interaction between ‘radical content’ and
‘radical context.
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2.8 S EARCH

RESULT BY CRITERIA

This screen shows the results (users) of the analysis of a set of tweets
obtained from the search criteria entered by the user. They are
displayed in a table with the columns:
-

User_id: User ID (unique for each user).

-

User_screen_name: User name

-

Radic_Tweets: Percentage of tweets classified as radical.

1. Search Criteria: Search criteria entered by the user.
2. Users: Users belonging to tweet analysis. It shows the
percentage of tweets that have been considered radical during
the analysis.
3. Export users button: Exports the set of users obtained to a file
(.xlsx or .csv). Internally it also exports the tweets from which
those users have been obtained in the route that we select.
4. Graphics report button: Generates a report in PDF format with
graphs related to the users obtained in the analysis.
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3 MANAGEMENT

3.1 C ONTEXT /C ONTENT

MANAGEMENT

This section is accessible both the administrator and a normal user.
Here you can manage the rules and bags of words used for the
classification of tweets.
Depending on a group of rules related to a context, it will be determined
if the context (metadata) of a tweet is considered potentially radical. The
content of a tweet will be determined on the basis of the bags of words
regarding the same context as the rules, whether the content of a tweet
is considered potentially radical.

a) Context (metadata)
1. Context: Allows you to select the context of radicalisation. When a
context is selected, the rules and dictionaries are shown in that
context.
2. Rules: Shows the rules relative to the selected context. Each
column has a drop-down menu to choose the type of rule you want
to create.
3. New rule: Add a new rule to the list.
4. Delete rule: Deletes a rule from the list.
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b) Content (use of language)
1. Dictionary information: Displays the context and language of
the dictionary selected in the drop-down menu.
2. New dictionary: Allows you to create a new dictionary.

a. From File: The dictionary can be loaded from an
external file (.xlsx or .csv) or created empty.
b. Import dic: Selects an external word file (.xlsx or .csv).
c.

Context: Selects the context of radicalisation of the
new dictionary.

d. Language: Allows you to select the language of the
new dictionary.
e. Save dictionary: Saves the new dictionary.

3. Edit dictionary: Allows editing a dictionary, displays the
following window

a. Context: Contexts available for selection.
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b. Language: Languages available for selection.
c.

3.2 U SERS

Save dictionary: Saves changes to the dictionary.

MANAGEMENT

This section is only accessible by the administrator. Here you can add,
edit or delete users with permissions to use the application.

5

1. User name: Enter the user name you want to save in the
database.
2. Password: Enter the password for that user name.
3. Role: The role of the user indicates if he is going to be an
administrator or not.
4. Add user button: Adds to the database the user/password
entered in the previous fields.
5. Edit user button: Edits the currently selected user. Displays the
following window
6. Delete user button: Deletes the currently selected user from the
database.
7. Users saved in the database: Shows the users that are
currently in the database.
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4 FUNCTIONALITIES OF MODERAD

The mandatory requirement to have access to any functionality of the
tool is to log in from the 'Login' screen'.

4.1 S EARCH AND CLASSIFICATION
( FILTERING BY PARAMETERS )

OF

TWEETS

First click on the first option on the main screen. You must be logged
into Twitter.

.
In the next window you enter the parameters by which you want to filter
the collection of tweets. It is possible to enter keywords, hashtags,
URLs or tweet language. You can also select the type of search in
relation to the date of the tweet (‘Past’ or ‘Future’). Another type of
filtering is according to the geolocation of the tweet.
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If the ‘Past’ mode is selected, tweets will be collected between the
dates. Only tweets up to 7 days old are allowed. If the ‘Future’ mode is
selected, a button is displayed that allows the user to stop collecting
tweets whenever he wants.

For geolocation, you can select between ‘Point’ or ‘Polygon’. You can
select from the database, enter it manually or enter an address or city
to get its coordinates. Once you have entered all the desired
parameters, click on ‘Analyse’:

It is mandatory to enter at least one word, hashtag or URL if not, we will
get the following warning. The filter by dates and geolocation is optional:

Attention
For the moment, in the latest version of the tool, the Twitter API has
changed and does not allow the filtering of tweets by date type ‘Future’,
nor geolocation. ModeRad is conditioned by the functionalities that
Twitter gives access to.
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Now we will have to choose the criteria by which it will be considered a
radical tweet or not. There are two types of possible radicalization:
according to context and according to content. Depending on the context
we select, a set of rules will be applied, as can be seen in the image. If a
tweet complies with any of these rules, the decision in the ‘Radic’ column
will be applied (0 → No radical, 1 → Radical). Depending on the context
selected, the corresponding dictionaries will be displayed. One or more
dictionaries can be selected (or none selected). Depending on the
dictionaries selected, the appearance of these words in each of the
tweets collected will be checked and a possible radicalization of the tweet
according to its content will be established. Click on the ‘Start’ button.

ModeRad will start collecting tweets, when we want we can stop
collecting tweets by clicking on ‘Stop Collect’.

Once tweet collection is stopped, a series of processes will determine
whether or not a tweet is considered radical.
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When this tweet processing is finished, ModeRad will show a list of users
sorted from highest to lowest according to the percentage of radical
tweets published by each one. In this window there are two buttons, one
that allows you to export the tweets collected and the list of users
obtained, and another that generates a graphics report in .pdf format.
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4.2 S EARCH AND CLASSIFICATION
( FILTERING BY USERS )

OF

TWEETS

First click on the second option on the main screen. You must be logged
into Twitter.

In the next window, enter the name of the user whose tweets you want
to analyse and classify and click on 'Analyse User':
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As in the section ‘SEARCH AND CLASSIFICATION OF TWEETS’, we
will now have to choose the criteria by which it will be considered a radical
tweet or not. There are two types of possible radicalization: according to
context and according to content. Depending on the context we select, a
set of rules will be applied as can be seen in the image. If a tweet
complies with any of these rules, the decision in the ‘Radic’ column will
be applied (0 → No radical, 1 → Radical). Depending on the selected
context, the dictionaries of that context will be shown. You can select one,
several or none. Depending on the dictionaries selected, the appearance
of these words in each of the tweets collected will be checked and a
possible radicalization of the tweet according to its content will be
established. Click on the ‘Start’ button.
ModeRad will begin to collect and classify the tweets of the introduced
user according to the context (rules) and content (dictionaries) selected:

Once the user analysis button is pressed, the analysis criteria for the
analysed tweets are displayed:
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The analysis of radical detection of tweets begins and after the
processing the following table is obtained with the tweets collected and
classified:
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4.3 C LASSIFICATION

OF

TWEETS

FROM

AN

EXTERNAL FILE

First click on the second option on the main screen. You do not have to
be logged into Twitter.

The Windows explorer will open, and we select a tweets file in .xlsx or .csv
format.
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As in the sections ‘SEARCH AND CLASSIFICATION OF TWEETS
(PARAMETER FILTER)’ and SEARCH AND CLASSIFICATION OF
TWEETS (USER NAME FILTER) we will now have to choose the criteria
by which it will be considered a radical tweet or not. There are two types
of possible radicalization: according to context and according to content.
Depending on the context we select a set of rules will be applied as you
can see in the image. If a tweet complies with any of these rules, the
decision in the ‘Radic’ column will apply (0 → No radical, 1 → Radical).
Depending on the selected context, the dictionaries of that context will be
shown. You can select one, several or none. Depending on the
dictionaries selected, the appearance of these words in each of the
tweets collected will be checked and a possible radicalization of the tweet
according to its content will be established. Click on the ‘Start’ button.

Once the tweets file and the rules and dictionaries are selected, the tool
analyses and classifies the tweets through a series of processes.
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When this tweet processing is finished, the tool will show a list of users
sorted from highest to lowest according to the percentage of radical
tweets published by each one. In this window there is a button to
generate a graph report in PDF format.
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4.4 U SER

TWEETS AND TWEET DETAILS

It is possible to see the tweets of a user by double-clicking on a user in
the list in both the first and third options. By double-clicking on a tweet,
you can see the details in a separate window.
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5 TWITTER LOGIN

This section shows the steps to follow to log in as a Twitter developer
user.
You then need to enter your credentials to be able to collect tweets from
the Twitter API. We can enter them manually or select a user saved in
the database, to continue click on LOGIN:

1. Correct login: the application returns us to the main menu.
2. Incorrect login: an error message is displayed.

6 CONTACT

For more information, the following email has been enabled:
moderad@crimina.es

